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PHOTO CONTEST
Once again, here are the rules for the
HOTBOX's second annual photography contest:
1) The contest will be divided into-two
sections, model and prototype.
2) Only glossy black & white prints
measuring at least 5x7 inches and no
larger than 8x10 inches will be accepted.
J) A description of the subject plus a
· brief description of the photography
techniques used ~ accompany each
photo submitted.
4) Each participant is limited to a
maximum of three (J) entries in any
combination of model or prototype photos.
5) All participants must be TA!VJ.R members
in good standing.
6) Awards will be presented to the first,
second and third place winners in each
section. If volume in a particular
section does not justify three awards,
less will be awarded. Winning entries
will be published in the HOTBOX as space
permits.
7) Judging will be performed by the
HOTBOX staff and the decision of the
judges is final.
8) HOTBOX staff members are prohibited
from entering this contest.
9) Photos will be returned provided
sufficient postage and a sufficient size
envelope accompanys them.
10) All entries are to be submitted to
the HOTBOX Editor and must be received
no later than September JO, 198).
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1 urge all members to continue helping
with our membership drive. Remember if
you recruit five (5) regular new members
to the TAlVJ.R, we will prsent you with a
free name badge or button. If you recruit ten (10) new regular members to
the TAM.R, we will automatically extend
your membership a year. You can participate by placing TA.IYili brochures at
shows or hobby shows or by writing those
who expressed and interest in the TA.lw.i.h
in the past (we provide the names and
application blanks). You can receive
materials from our Pro-Iv10 Department by
writing: Chris Brindamour, 10 roeadowland
Drive, N. Kingstown, RI 02852. This drive
ends on January Jlst, 1984. Special
grand prize to the member who recruits
the most new members. here is your
chance to help_ yourself and the '.l:'Alvi..K.

-

All the news that fits, we print:

MEMBERSHIP

By Dee Gilbert
Total TAMR Membership (8-15-83)1 1.50
Breakdown as follows:
Region
Number
Percentag~
Canadian
J.J
5
Central
.50
33.3
International
J.J
5
Northeastern
49
J2.7
Southern
u.4
17
Western
24
16.0
TAMR Welcomes these New Members!
Robert Yoder, Atlanta, GA
W.R. Lutter, Union, NJ
Ben Seibert, Grant Park, IL
Colin P. King, Cape Coral, FL
Richard Radich, Green Bay, WI
John Fritschie, Layton, UT
Jeff Wertz, Bowie, MD
Michael Piepenburg, Alexandria, VA
David Hutchinson III, Lincoln; NE
Lee Coley, Demopolis, AL
Also, welcome back these old-timers!
Greg Dahl, St. Paul, MN
Pat Limbach, Columbus, IN
Michael Patrick, Newport News, VA

JOKE OF THE MONTH CLUB

Michael Barth sent the following ribspli tter:
During a visit to his grandmother's,
little Roy noticed she lived near the
RR yards. When he saw a train switching
back and forth, he exclaimed: "'rhe train
can't find ·anywhere to park!"
-2-

and came up with the followir it list of
ideas for making my own pike rr.ore realistic:
Almost every layout has at least one
~
m
'Ml
busy junction or crossirlf , that will
! \' !
J!!D
justify an interloc kirlf, tower. how most
C"{,,", {:Fi9
.,r0.;
<'.,-p' l 1''fp 1- 1!ff'l/1
modeler s install the tower, but usually
~~.~~
forget one essenti al i ten,--the tower
<operato r's car. After all, he/she has
to get to work someway.
Unlike our models, maintair~rJ.t:, the
right-of -way on the prototyp e is a full
time job. How about spottirJ.t:, some new
ties in an area where the current ones
need replacing~ A little work with a
knife can make the ties look like they
BY MARK KASZNIAK . EDITOR
need to be replaced without hamperin g
your operatio ns. Add some gandy dancers
if you want, but the ties along the
mainline will be more than enough to
STORYTELLERS
suggest the work that .has to be done.
same princip le can apply for rail
The
all,
at
on
If you watch any televisi
that needs replacin g. Perhaps your railyou ha~e undoubt ly seen commeri cals for
road is busy converti ng to welded rail?
Kodak film. Through the magic of si~ht
If you still operate in the steam era
and sound, the Great Yellow Father las
with heavywe ight, steam-h eated passenor
phototo
Kodak is affectio nately known
ger cars, you better figure out a way
grapher s) tries to convince you that
to add a steam line to your coach yard.
"every picture tells a story." Thus for
Every railfan knows that engine terthis reason alone, you should always
can be very frustrat ing. All the
minals
hand.
have plenty of film on
rare or interest ing power is usually
I have no quarrel with this philosop hy.
sitting behind the: ordinary stuff. or .
Koda~ is probably right. Photogr aphic
obstruc ted by a pole. Keep this in mind
images convey not only informa tion, but
you design and constru ct yours. Got
when
phers
photogra
most
also emotion . In fact,
a turntabl e in that engine facility ?
knock themselv es out trying to give
you run the necessa ry electric al
Have
al
emotion
their photogra phs a strong
connect ion between it and the roundappeal. Why? Those photogr aphs_th at tug
house so it can be powered ?
are
that
at your heart are the ones
Althoug h the steam locomot ive may be
remembe red. Each of us sees millions of
gone on your railroad , that doesn't
long
can
thus
and
photogra phs in a lifetime
mean you can't still have ·a few memorie s.
, not possi bily remembe r them all. Only
is too
those that bring out an emotion are likely A concrete coaling tower that aptly
much trouble to tear down can
to be remembe red. One problem with this
illustra te that steam once ruled'yo ur
is we begin to judge photogra phs solely
rails.
on emotion al appeal. We forget those
Out in the country , auto roads tend
that bring out no emotion and lose the
to __paralle l railroad lines. That is, of
infarma tlon__ thatthe y contain .
till you reach some obstruc tion.
like
course,
that
is
up
this
The reason I bring
Then the auto road will normally go
most modeler s and railfans , I have a
around or over while the railroad goes
certain number of railroad books, ~Jany
through via a tunnel or cut.
of these are of the photo essay type
If you are proud of your passeng er
than
other
text
which contain little
service, how about a couple of units
caption materia l. When you first look
ntly assigned to those trains?
permane
the
judge
you
book,
through such a
You can even paint the name of the train
photogra phs on emotion al appeal. Further
on the unit's nose.
looking is required to get at the inNot enough room for a station? How
formatio n. For instance , a railfan may
just a sign to identify the loabout
s
location
mainline
be looking ·for scenic
cation for your train crews.
to catch trains or ideas to vary his
At the passeng er station, step stools
can
modeler
A
phy.
own railroad photogra
for disbarki ng and boarding passeng ers
gain much informa tion on equipme nt,
your railroad 's logo on them. ~lace
with
things.
other
of
operatio ns and a host
your railroad 's logo on the stations too
If a modeler is looking for detailin g
to help identify them. ur if you are
more
railroad
ideas to make his model
modeling the current era, don't forget
realisti c, these books are most useful.
the Amtrak sign!
books
rail
my
of
I went through a couple
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Un §luw §pee d

()per-atin~

§huntin~
By Stephen Garland

and [)a

I was over to a friend's house the
other day helping him operate his
layout. His brother and I (the two
of us) was doin' some switchin' in
the main yard with a wee switcher I
had brought over. Now this switcher
had good gear reduction, real good,
so much so that at full throttle, the
little thing would be moving at only
about 10 scale miles per hour. It,
like the rest of the equipment,had
them%$#@!!! horn-hook couplers. The
only difference was that the switcher
had STRON1 coupler springs. This lead
to an immediate problem. No, there weren't
any derailments (such things aren't
allowed to occur on my friend's layout),
but to get the loco to couple up to any
other car, you had to ram the other car.
Well sir, that was fine with us and so
we had to ram all the cars we had to
couple up to. Then things went wrong.
My friend came back with a train from
further up the line. Following with
layout regulations, we started to break
the train int~ groups of cars. Of course,
to do this we had to ram the cars. Fine,
sez we and we started to ram the cars.
Following shrieks of · anguish from my
friend, shunting ground to a screeching
halt. A debate ensued about the shunting
procedure we were using and soon after
the battlelines were drawn between the
yard crew and the railroad owner.
We (being the yard crew) argued th!,it
there was no other way to do shunting
with that loco or any other for that
matter, especially when we were working
under the curse of fast time. The owner
(my friend) countered with the profound
statement that switching should be done
VERY slowly, coupling should be done
gently and prototypically to make model
railroading more realistic. He said that
prototype railroads do switching this
way.
After a few moments the debate became
quite heated (I recall something being
said about someone's mother). After a
visit to the emergency department of one
of the local hospitals, we took the advice of the doctor on duty and went to
observe the switching operations of the
local railway.

Vr-Ut()t~pe

Once we had won the war for street
space with the dragons that man calls
automobiles, we were riding our bikes
through town and ended our adventure
with the automobile at a road bridge
overlooking the railway yard. We stayed
there about an hour, in the freezing
cold, waiting for something, anything,
to happen. A few minutes later, a light
turned on at the far end of the yard
and with a great cloud of blue smoke,
a switcher appeared racing up track Hl·
Finally, we would have our arg~ent
settled.
At that moment, the switcher, H9J2,
disappeared under the bridge. Soon it
reappeared on another track heading for
a string of cars. This would be the
deciding moment. Slowly and gently,
·number 9J2 coupled up to the cars.
"Aha!" sez my friend, "dey do do
switching slowly and gently!!"
As we were preparing to leave, our
heads hung in defeat, there was a loud
roar, booming, screeching and clinking.
When the blue smoke had cleared, there
was #9J2 about a mile up the track
racing along pulling her cars behind.
Suddenly #9J2 stopped. There was a
continous banging like thunder as the
slack between the couplers disappeared.
Once again, with a screech, #9J2 came
running into the yard pushing all her
cars ahead of her. At:;ain w9JZ stopped,
with such jolt that the car roefs were
shaking.
·
"Aha!", sez we, "Gentle, eh?" We then
left for my friend's house and more
"prototypical" operations.
What's the moral of this story? Don't
go overboard with slow sp~ed operation,
even the prototypes have to hit the·
couplers hard on ocassion to achieve
their operations. In the yards, switchers
don't always move slowly. Just watch a
real switcher at work sometime. ~lost
switchers, even the best ones, can't
move much slower than six miles per
hour, so why should yours? Remember,
slow and gentle isn't always realistic!
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TechnlquH You Should Know

Wiring For:

RETURN

L()CJPS

WYES

By the HOTBOX Staff

D

A

TURNTABLE S

Certain trackage arrangements on
addition to the block control outlined
your model railroad will require special
in last month's article. The reversing
electrical wiring to allow you to operate
trains properly. This article will show
Figure 21
you how to wire trackage arrangements
known as "turning tracks. " A "turning
Return Loop
track" by definition is any arrangement
Wiring
of trackage that will allow you to turn
a train end for end. The most typical
turning tracks found on model railroads
are return loops, wyes and turntables.
Seeing as many modelers have problems
when it comes to wiring return loops,
we will start with them first. Figure 1
clearly illustrates the electrical problem we run into when trying to wire a
return loop. At point A, we have a
polarity mismatch causing a short circuit.J
'-----'~"'?=l:!:
-= ±!:J'
If insulated rail joiners are installed
switches are simply D~DT switches with
at point A, (both rails, remember), the
the wires criscrossed at the opposite
short will disappear, but your engine
end in order to change the polarity.
will stall as it tries to cross over
Here is how the return loop wiring
them.
works& Let's suppose your ·train is on
the mainline running towards the loop
with the track switch set for straight
Figure 1:
through running. When your train is fully
in the loop, you flip the track switch
and then the M.AlN reversillEJ, gwitch. Thl&
will allow your train to run baQk out
on to the mainline in the opposite
A
direction without stalling. If the track
switch was set for the curved portion
as your train entered the loop, you would
first have to flip the-AUX reversing
-t+
+
switch to correct the polarity of the
Return loop
return loop with the mainline and then
polarity mismatch
+
once your train was in the loop, flip
the track switch and the rv1AlI~ reversing
Figure 2 shows how this problem can be
switch.
corrected. You will notice that the
This then brings up an important
turning portion of the loop has been
question: How do you know that the return
electrically isolated from the rest of
loop is set for the proper polarity as
the mainline by inserting insulated rail
your train enters it? There are two ways
joiners at points A and B. Furthermore,
to solve this. First, you can memorize
we have installed two reversing switches,
the electrical switch position in relation
one labeled MAIN and the other AUX. These to the track switch position. For instance,
reversing switches are important because
if the track switch for the return loop
if your layout has turning tracks, you
isset for straight through running then
need to establish direction control in
the AUX reversing switch must be pointil'lfc,
\continued next pageJ
August 198)
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up. If the switch is set for the curved
route, the switch must be down. The
second solution is to install a light
across one of the rail gaps at both
points A and B. This light should be
mounted in the control panel and display
a red bulb. This is because if the lamp
is lit for the direction that the train
is entering the loop, the polarity is
mismatched and the AUX reversing switch
needs to be flipped. Seeing as this bulb
operates off of your track power, it
should be rated accordingly. An 18 volt
bulb would probably be most appropriate
as it could then stand a short circuit
or running at full throttle.
Another question ~ou m~ be ask~ng.is
how do these reversing switches tie in
with the block switches mentioned in the
previous article? W.ell, the !Yi.Al~ reversing
switch should be installed before the
block toggles and wiring for the block .
toggles should start at the MAIN reversing
switch. All turning tracks, however,
should be wired from the AUX reversing
switch. Thus the chain of command in
reversing switches is something like
this• The direction control switch on
your power pack is to be considered to
be the engineer's forward and reverse
switch. The MAIN direction control
switch sets the direction on the mainline,
such as East or West. The AUX direction
control switch sets the direction in the
turning tracks, such as normal or reverse.
This may sourid a little complicated, but
once you get used to it, it becomes
prert-ty straightforward. In actual train
running, the direction control on your
power pack is used for switching moves
while the MAIN and AUX direction switches
are only used when you encounter a turning
tra.ck.
Wyes are another form of turning track
that must be specia1ly wired. If you have
a long wye track capable of holding a
trai.n on one of its ·legs, you can wire
it as shown in figure )•
Figure

i•iany modelers, however, use a short wye
near a yard or passenger terminal to
turn locomotives or a few passenger cars.
'.I'he wiring arrangement shown in figure
4 is most useful for this type of wye.

)a

Wye
Wiring if one
leg capable of
holding a
train.

To
AUX
Direction
Controller

Direction
Controller
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Figure 4a
Wiring for
short wye

· v~iri:ng fpr your turntable can be done
off the AUX direction controller or a
separate turntable direction controller.
Such a controller should have a centeroff feature to make sure any powered
equipment doesn't suddenly leave while
the turntable is in operation should·
you happen to bump your throttle. Power
is usually fed to the rails of the
turntable by the center pivot and the
ring rail. Figure 5 shows one method of
wiring.
Figure 5•

Turntable
rails
Ring
/+-rail

Turntable Wiring
The most important wiring feature to
grasp about turning tracks is that they
must have separate direction controllers
from your mainline tracks. Thus when your
train or engine is occupied in the turning
track, you can reverse the mainline'
direction and continue operating without
a hitch. Therefore, when you are plannil'l6
the wiring for your layout and establishing
block boundaries, it is extremely important to locate any turning tracks and
install the special wiring that is needed
to make them work properly. Sometimes
they are not all that easy to locate in
a particular trackplan, especially with·
oval layouts, but do attempt to find
them and install appropriate wiring.
TA~~
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Superliner Coaches, Con-Cor, N scale,
JMC, 1025 Industrial Drive, Bensenville,
IL 60106-1297. $8.98 each.
Even while staring through my hobby
dealer's glass display case and the
plastic boxes with in which they were
wrapped, these cars still looked~inviting.
One of the first things I noticed was
how clean, clear and intricately the
word "Superliner" was printed out.
As soon as these coaches hit the rails
on my pike, they looked very neat.
Comparing them to the photos printed in
MR, I found all the details seemed to be
reproduced except for the brake-light
system.This is a set of three lamps-amber, green and white--which are placed
on each side of the car by the doors and
are visable to the engine crew. These
lights monitor the brake system on each
car, independent of all other cars,
allowing the crew to see what the brake
system is doing on each car.
The next difference I noted was in the
trucks. Con-Cor used their standard 4
wheel pas,s,enger truck which does not
have the particular details of the Superliner air-suspension shock system. The
a'~tachment of the trucks to the body is
with a split plastic pin. There is ample
play to allow transversing rough track
and switches. However, I found that on
well-worn switches and rougher track
that the trucks tend to bind against the
skirting. I trimmed the truck frames
back in these areas and the little bit
removed isn't noticable. Let me warm you
that my layout is not the rule in
determining track roughness and you may
or may not encounter the same problem.
The minimum curve radius these cars will
negotiate is about seven and a half
inches although they do look pretty
ridiculous on curves this sharp.
··
The cars are equipped with standard
Rapido style couplers and they couple
up pretty close. For those using:-Kadee couplers, I don't recommend the 4:..wheel
August
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truck conversions, but instead use the
H1128 coupler conversion on the car that
will be coupled to the rear of your F40.h1
and the H1129 conversions for the rest
of the cars. For a train that will not be
switched out and will be operated on
trackage were the curves are greater than
11 inch radius, you can use the H1128
conversion throughout and bring the cars
up real close. Be warned that backing
moves will probably cause the diaphrams
to rub against one another and tend to
cause derailments on backward switching
moves.
A metal weight is attached to the
underside of the bodies and runs almost
the .full length of the car. This keeps
the cars' center of gravity as close to
the rails as possible and aids them in
staying upright when derailed. Roofs are
attached to the body in a manner that I
have yet to figure out. The window glazing
is clear and easy to see through. Since
the cars have no interiors, they look a
bit empty. Con-Cor should either market
a separate interior detail kit (after
telling us how to get at the car's
interior) or switch to tinted glazing
as on the prototype.
The cars are not numbered making it
easy for the modeler to do it himself
and thus avoid the problem of two cars
with matching numbers. A stock 1~10del
Power F40PH diesel should be able to
handle 6 to 8 of these cars on a level
layout or one with grades not exceeding
2.5%. This would tl!anslate into a medium
distance run on Amtrak as a single F40~li
rarely handles more than 6 or 8 Superliner
cars. With two powered uni~s and 10 to
12 cars, you can easily model Amtrak's
long distance trains such as the Empire
Builder or the newly routed California
Zephyr.
--Dee Gilbert

ON THE
POINT :

Believ e it or not, the idea for this month 's cover
drawin g actua lly starte d as a discus sion of the merits
of cork roadbe d versus Hornas ote in layou t buildi ng.
The Assoc iate Edito r was arguin g the case for the cork
while your Edito r opted for the Homas ote. Needl ess to
say, this discus sion would have been forgo tten long ago
had we not come down with a case of the "silli es."
Some mutua l.brain storm ing lead to the captio n and Scott
Sacke tt was kind enough to come up with the drawin g.
Wonder what will come of our next discus sion'!
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